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Dear Erlinda N.,

Thank you for choosing Emerald to publish your work "Awakening the Giant Within: Turning SME’s Survival Strategy into Improved
Performance" with "International Journal of Innovation Science". We are pleased to inform you that the proofs of your upcoming
publication are ready for review via the link below. You will find instructions on the start page via the link on how to make corrections
directly on screen or through the PDF to your article proofs.

Select the following link to access the proofs:
https://cwp.kwglobal.com/gwps/proof.seam?proof=81088&workflowId=240788

Username: erl@ppm-manajemen.ac.id
Password: p99w-G5Y

Article ID: 714191

Please note that this will be your only chance to see your proofs and make corrections before your article is published. We
will not be able to make any further corrections to published articles.

We ask you to check that you are satisfied with the accuracy of the copy-editing and with the completeness and correctness of the
text, tables, and figures, as well as the following specifically:

• All author names are in the correct order and correctly spelt.

• Accuracy and spelling of any nomenclature.

• Funding information (including the names of funders and institutions, and grant codes) and acknowledgements are present and
accurate.

• Figures/tables and figure/table captions are correct and appear in the appropriate order with the appropriate credit line, and that
permission has been granted to reproduce any images attributed to third parties.

We will not be able to amend instances where an author's affiliation details have changed since submission, for, as per industry
standards, the affiliation/institution information should accurately reflect where the research was conducted at initial submission.
Significant changes to the authorship information may not be possible in accordance with COPE guidelines and will require
investigation before being permitted.

You can save and return to your article proofs at any time during the correction process. Once you have pressed the SUBMIT button
you will no longer be able to make any further corrections; please be aware that it is not possible to amend published works. We will
only publish an addendum, or additional material, in exceptional circumstances and at the invitation of the Editor. We are unable to
publish an addendum for new data or for changes in interpretation following the original publication.

We will do everything possible to get your article published quickly and accurately. The sooner we hear from you, preferably within
seven working days, the sooner your corrected article will be published online.

Please open the hyperlink above using one of the following browsers:

* Google Chrome

* Mozilla Firefox

* Mac OS Safari

* Microsoft Edge

We very much look forward to your response.

Yours sincerely,

Sagar Gaikwad
sagar.emerald@kwglobal.com
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FYI, sedang saya coba kerjakan.
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